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Critical Success Factors of Internet Marketing in Hong Kong 
CHAPTER I Introduction 
The tremendous growth of the popularity of World Wide Web has made Internet 
the most attractive and promising marketing medium in the 90s. Internet marketing is 
relatively cheap, convenient when compare to other traditional marketing tools and is 
easily accessible by millions of consumers all over the world. Moreover, its interactive 
nature provides the marketing practitioners opportunities to establish two-way channels of 
communication that permit relationship building and real-time interaction with customers. 
This project attempts to find out how to establish a successful marketing strategy 
on the Internet in Hong Kong. Based on the result of an online Internet Survey and 
interviews with the current market player on the Net, together with in-depth analysis on 
the development on Internet market in Hong Kong and United States, we attempt to 
determine various critical success factors in developing and implementing a marketing 
strategy on Internet in Hong Kong 
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CHAPTER II RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Defining the Problem 
Internet has been regarded as an newly emerged marketing tool for the late nineties 
because of its fast growth rate of users and its capability of reaching consumers at 
individual level. 
Since marketers in Hong Kong are relatively new and inexperienced in employing 
this new tools in marketing compared with their American counterpart, the study of the 
effectiveness of marketing through Internet becomes an important subject not only for 
marketers，but also for those growing numbers of Internet service providers. 
The coverage of Internet has been growing at an exploding rate in the past two years . 
Analysis shows that the number of global Internet users has been increased from 30 
million in 1994 to over 300 million in 1996 . Marketers do concern the real value created 
by Internet in helping them to reach their target customers . Moreover，marketers also 
concern whether the Internet users form distinct market segment(s) to which goods and 
services can be marketed directly . 
Besides , marketers are very concerned what kind of goods should be marketed on 
Internet - fast moving consumer goods or technical goods such as software for personal 
computers ？ Should service marketers such as airliners accept booking on Internet ？ 
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Without touching too much on marketing strategy on individual business category , 
which is outside the scope of study , this research will also attempt to find out whether it 
is feasible to induce potential customers to make purchase on Internet. 
Research Direction 
The research will be based on the Internet users and marketers in Hong Kong since it 
is our main area of study . Marketers are not using this new marketing tool until very 
recently . From a general opinion pool on marketers，many of them have not obtained 
satisfactory response from marketing their products on Internet. 
This research is designed to uncover the cause of the rather disappointing result from a 
qualitative basis on two basic directions . 
Internet Usage 
The research will attempt to find out some basic habit of Internet users which will 
guide marketers in positioning their marketing strategy on a whole . 
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Internet shopping 
A list of variables which might affect Internet users in making purchases are probed: 
A. Previous Internet shopping experience of the Internet users 
B. Reliability of marketers and guarantee offered on purchase 
C. Security of payment and personal data of the Internet users 
D. Choice of payment method offered by marketers 
E. Price level of goods and services offered by marketers 
F. Kind of goods and services interested by Internet users 
G. Discount offered by marketers 
Besides , the demographic profile of the Internet users will be measured and results 
will give certain insight to the marketers when compared to the findings on the above two 
areas . 
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Literature Review 
The subject of marketing on Internet is a relatively new and developing subject, a 
literature survey on the past three tears is carried out to uncover the work done in the 
local and international context. 
The results of this literature search will be discussed in Chapter III . 
Sampling 
Due to resource constraint, a limited survey on existing users of Internet in Hong 
. K o n g can be conducted . As there are several major Internet services providers in Hong 
Kong , one of them is selected and by random sampling , 5,800 Internet users have been 
selected and invitations tojoin our survey have been sent to them by E-mail . 
They have been invited to visit the homepage created by the authors , and to answer 
our survey by questionnaire "on-line" . The results can be sent back to us just by the same 
homepage after they have finished all the questions . 
By posting the invitations through E-mail, and soliciting replies by Internet, it is 
believed that only genuine Internet users are responding to the survey . Thus，those 
Internet "interested parties" are automatically screened out，and the quality of survey will 
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be further enhanced . This electronic method of survey is more suitable to the present 
research in comparison to the traditional survey by mail or telephone . 
Although the data collected in this survey is far from being a census , yet by random 
nature of the users' address , it is believed that the respondents are heterogeneous enough 
to give certain representation to the Internet users as a group . 
Data Collection 
A sample of the on-line questionnaire posted in the homepage of the authors are 
attached in appendix A . 
5,800 invitations are sent to the Internet users from 5 to 30 March 1997 to join the 
survey . 
The number of questionnaire returned is 290 , and the number of valid response is 
255 . 
Interpretation of Result 
The interpretation ofthe result on survey on Internet users will be based on the 
imperative data collected from the questionnaire. However , special attention will be 
focused on any additional comment provided by the respondents . 
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Company survey 
The experience of the marketers on employing Internet in marketing are an 
indispensable part of our research . 
Through introduction of a reputable service provider - Web Connection HK，the 
authors have interviewed the managers of the following corporations : 
1)Unihall 
A wholesaler and retailer of imported computer books , software , and hardware . 
2) In Flower 
A marketer of flowers and gift items. 
Through the interview , the companies are invited to express their experience on 
employing the Internet in their marketing campaign , and their outlook on this new 
medium . 
The questions asked to the managers of the companies are attached in the appendix B. 
The research will attempt to compare the expectation of the marketers and the 
perceived Internet habits of the users and try to make some valuable recommendations 
towards the employment of this relatively new medium in marketing . 
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CHAPTER IM LITERATURE REVIEW 
A large proportion of the articles and text written on the subject ofWeb is based on 
the findings in the U.S. market. This is not a surprise since Internet is a medium first used 
by the U.S. Military and scientific institutions in research . The commercialization of 
Internet was getting momentum in 1994-1995 , and generally speaking Hong Kong has 
been lagging the U.S. for at least a year . 
Since it is an area where relatively little information about the Hong Kong market is 
available，the literature survey will be based mainly on the findings ofU.S. market and 
supplemented with information pertaining to the Hong Kong market wherever possible . 
Objective of employing Internet 
The exploding growth rate of the World Wide Web in the last two years has made it 
the focus for the marketers . 
The number ofWeb users grew from 3 million in 1994 to 30 million at the end of 
1995 . The current growth rate of the Web will enable the Web users to double at every 
year . 
The growth of the Web sites is also dramatic . From June 1994 to May 1995，the 
number of public Web sites in U.S. has grown from 600 to 16,000 , which accounts for 
40% ofglobal Internet traffic . 
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With such dramatic growth rate in the Web and Web users，marketers view the 
market potential in the Web as large as the Internet. Another major advantage perceived 
by the marketers is the relatively inexpensive cost for accessing to the great population of 
Web users in a direct way without going through intermediaries . Except for production 
expenses , it costs no more to put up one web page than one hundred US Dollars . 
Besides , the Web also offers the advantage of convenience . For instance, by setting 
up detailed listings and graphics , THISCO , a U.S. hotel chain let customers view hotel 
rooms from their computers . 
Web Users Characteristics 
The Audience Mix 
One serious misconception about the World Wide Web and Internet concerns its user 
base. Some marketers think the Web's rapid growth means that the Web，like TV and 
telephones，is on its way of"universal penetration" .It is important for marketers to 
decide whether Web users are their target audience . 
According to the American Internet User Survey done by a U.S. research group in 
1995 , about 20 percent of the American work force and 5 percent ofU.S. households say 
they have access to the Web in 1995. For the most part, these users represented the small 
(10 percent) but influential，highly educated，high-income “ early adopter “ segment of 
the population • Beside these early adopters，the mainstream families who believe in 
computer usage in general would become future user base of the Web . These families 
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may have already at least a personal computer installed，how soon will they upgrade their 
pc with a modem for connecting to the Web depends on a number of factors including the 
cost of doing so and whether they have been convinced that there is a utilitarian purpose 
of doing so . For the rest of the population - representing to two-third of households in 
U.S. - may be written off . This group of consumers tend to get their news and other 
information on a passive basis through TV and broadcast. 
The survey will attempt to find out the general demographic characteristics of the 
Web users in Hong Kong . 
Selectiveness in viewing 
It is quite wrong to assume that Web user is a mindless "surfer" who will look at 
anything put on the web . 
According to the American Internet Survey 1995 (1)，experienced users will look at 
a total of perhaps 200 sites to 500 sites , but will fully explore less than 50 sites , and pay 
regular visits to less than ten sites . It shows that Web users are very selective in viewing , 
and marketers must compete fiercely for their audience . 
Their reluctance to shift to new sites may be attributed to the fact that Internet, unlike 
TV , is not really 'surfable' . The Web users have to remember a specific address ofthe 
site and type in the exact address before they can enjoy the surfing . It takes time to 
download the artwork and information，especially for animation . If the modem speed is 
below 28.8 kps，the slowness of the downloading can cause a user to leave the site . 
Web users are generally demanding about what they like to receive in visiting a site . 
Ideally , they like to be simultaneously informed and entertained . Web users will not 
download the web sites visited into their hotlist unless they are really impressed . 
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Therefore，Internet should not be used as a supply push strategy as the consumers 
have a real say of choosing their 'channels' . Instead，marketers should think of strategies 
of attracting more viewers and retaining them . 
In such environment, netpreneurs are mandatory to make their web sites to contain 
the following characteristics: 
Information-rich，providing comparison in features and prices，free to download , 
fun，and above all，creative and stand out from the crowd . 
What to market 
According to survey in U.S. & Hong Kong，eventhough accessible by personal 
computer users，the Internet is still largely occupied by the technological elite . 
Surfers may love to browse , but it is hard to determine how many of them are in the 
marketer' target group . For instance , to sell a high tech products to aerospace engineers 
may be a good idea，but to sell something to the farming industry may be impossible 
through Internet. 
In U.S., industry segments that have enjoyed some success on the Web include 
technology companies , financial service，automobiles , and , especially entertainment 
companies . 
1 
1 Peter Kraeilivsky “ Is there anybody out there “ Jan 1996，@ 1996 American Demographics Inc 
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It is hard to determine precisely what should be marketed on the Web and what 
should not, it varies from geographical and socio-economic environment . ln our survey， 
we will attempt to find out some industries suitable for Internet marketing in Hong Kong . 
How to market on the Web 
Identifying a market segment 
Raj Mehta and associates have raised a question in their research (2) on whether 
Internet can be used to identify a global segment to which goods and services can be 
marketed direct. Later they have demonstrated that this global segment meets all criteria 
for an effective segment: accessible , measurable , substantial, differentiable，and 
actionable . 
For instance，in the first criterion ‘ accessibility' , they found that direct marketers 
can establish a two-way，one-to-one communication with Internet users . Over two-third 
of web users surveyed showed willingness to communicate . 
Besides , they also suggested a number of methods for marketers to reach certain 
target sub-segments of Web users . One of these methods is through the use of 
announcement on the USENET news group . There are , of course some limitations to be 
observed . The data available on USENET news groups only comprises the people who 
post on the news group , but there is no way of knowing those users who arejust browsing 
through newsgroups . 
2 
2 Dinare Cyn “ Growing Pains “ Jan 1996，@ 1996 American Demographics Inc 
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Despite this , it is reasonable to foresee that the marketer is going to fine-tune their 
marketing strategy for individual sub-segments in the vast population of web user . 
Challenge for Netpreneurs 
A lot of challenges and hard work is awaiting for the marketers and netpreneurs to 
concur. 
The very concern is the very low rate of on-line transaction . The U.S. hotel chain 
THISCO captures about 20,000 daily peeks into its 25,000 web pages of hotel and resort 
information . So far , there is a lot of window shopping , actual sales has been elusive . 
Even for Insight, whose target customers are technological - elite , receives a small 0.5 
percent of its orders on line . 
In U.S.，it was found that ordering via E-mail is perceived as a problematic area by 
consumers .Only one in five users have the experience of ordering something on the 
Internet. Issues of security of payment by credit card is reported to be a main concern • 
Reliability of placing order via E-mail is another consideration .It seems that Netpreneurs 
have to make their homepage more user-friendly as possible , and develop tactics which 
will bring visitors closer to action . 
Moreover, marketers have to set up a site which would allow two-way interaction 
with users and possibility of attending feedback from potential customers . Users will 
repeatedly visit a web-site only if they found that it create added-value to them , hence 
marketers should pay no less effort in editing their homepage periodically . 
It is obvious that there is a lot of opportunities , but it is a lot of work .Companies 
who put up their homepage with a conventional way of presenting product information， 
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price listings and dull messages are doomed to fail . Only those actively engaging in the 
development of the tool and frequently sharpening their tool will make their tool a 
powerful one . 
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CHAPTER IV Results from the 1997 Hong Kong Web User Survey 
The on-line Survey was conducted from 5th to 30th March. During this period, 
we have sent email to a total of 5800 local Web users to inform them about the Survey 
and invite them to join the Survey. The email ids are selected randomly from a well-
known local Internet Service Provider. 
At the end of the Survey period, we have received 255 valid responses out of a 
total of 290. The remaining 35 are rejected because of incomplete information, missing 
personal data or duplicate entries. 
Among these 255 respondents, a majority of them are male ( 85.9%), well 
educated ( over 57% with a graduate degree or above), young (56.5% aged under 29) and 
with a well-spread monthly income. ( 17.6% under 10000, 23.6% from 10001-20000, 
18.4% from 20001 to 30000 and 10.6% from 30001 to 40000). About 22.3% of the 
respondents are professional and 20% of them are involved in managerial position. 28.7% 
( 
of the respondents are involved in technical position, in which most of them are 
computing related. ( 22.0% are in computing-related technical position, whereas 6.7% are 
in non-computing related position) 
Most of the respondents are experienced and active Internet users. Over 87% of 
the respondents have make use of Internet for more than 7 months and 60% of them are 
using Internet everyday. 
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Although only a small number of questionnaires are collected, the profile of the 
respondents resemble remarkably with the results of the Hong Kong Internet User Survey 
1996 conducted by AC Nielsen. In that Survey, majority of the respondents are male 
(over 92%)，young (45% under 29) and well educated (60% hold at least a university 
degree). 
The questions of the Survey are divided into two sections. The first section focus 
on the usage behavior of the Internet user whereas the second section look into the attitude 
of the users toward Internet shopping. 
Usage Behavior of Internet User in Hong Konq 
Purpose of Using Internet 
In this Survey, we have defined the following class of functions that can be 
provided on the Internet. They are : 
Communication 
One of the major purposes of setting up Internet in the 80s is for communication 
in the academic'community. Email is one of the major means of communication on the 
Net, but other form of the interactive tools are now gaining its popularity. Examples of 
these tools are Internet phone, video phone, audio and video conferencing, voice email 
etc. 
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Over 93% of our respondents reported that communication is one of the purpose to 
use Internet. 
Interest Group Discussion 
Other than communication between two people, Internet allow different users 
around the world to share and discuss about their ideas and thinking on any topics they 
liked. Interactive Chats, interest group discussion, news group, forum are some of the 
typical examples. About 44.7% of the respondents are using Internet for this purpose. 
Entertainment 
Playing interactive video games on the Internet become popular among the 
Internet community since the World Wide Web come into place. With a phone line and 
modem, you can play with other Web users around the world on the Net. There are a 
variety of games you can choose from, from the simple chess and cards games to 
sophisticated flight simulators and combat games. About 55.7% of the respondents use 
the Internet for this purpose. 
Information Retrieval 
With the millions of Web sites on the Internet around the world, you can search 
almost any kind of information from the Net. Hence, it is not surprised to see that over 
83.5% of the respondents use Internet to looking for information. 
Table 1 show what kinds of information interests to the respondents. 
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i s i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m n 
I Daily News 66.7% | 
i Technoiogy 66.3% | 
i Product Information 65.1% | 
i Entertainment related 49.4% 
1 Company Information 35.7% 
「Financiar^^ev^s ]" "3Zm'.'.'.'. j 
1Careerrelated ““....j... ….…‘‘.. . ' … 3 0 . 2 % | 
rfr^^^eT:"reJS;S | 2S"5% | 
f"Sports J \13% I 
Transaction 
Performing transactions , such as Internet shopping, home banking, is still a new 
application on Internet at the current moment. Therefore, only 9.4% of the respondents 
said that they will use Internet for transactional purpose. We have defined 4 different 
types of transactions that can be provided on the Internet and ask all the respondents 
which one they preferred on the Net. The results are shown as follows: 
• Internet Banking : 43.5% 
• Reservation, e.g. ticket, seat: 57.6% 
• Shopping on the Internet: 35.7% 
• Apply for services : 59.6% 
Work-related 
More and more people are now making use of Internet for their daily work 
purpose. About 31.0% of the respondents selected this function. 
Download Software 
There are ample of free computer softwares (the so-called sharewares)，or pre-
release software from a multitude of software companies available on the Net. Most of 
these software can be downloaded from the Internet at no cost. It is not surprised that 
over 72.9% use Internet to download software. 
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Registration ofWeb Sites 
There are certain number of companies that only allowed members to use their 
services provided on the Web sites. User has to fill in certain kinds of personal 
information for registration. One of the question in our Survey is to see what kinds of 
personal information the user are willing to provide to the company. The result is listed 
as follow : 
Name: 89.8% 
Email ID : 92.9% 
Home Address: 17.2% Home Phone No. : 14.1% 
Office Address: 25.9% Office Phone No: 26.3% 
Mobile Phone No: 20.8% Occupation 61.2% 
Martial Status: 46.3% Age: 77.3% 
Sex: 78.0% ID No. : 15.7% 
Household income : 11.8% 
and Credit Card number ( i f the site is a selling site): 16.5% 
Accept Promotion 
About 67.5% of the respondents are willing to accept promotion material, via Email, on 
the Internet. 
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Information Sources related to Internet 
There are mi l l ions o f W e b sites available on the Internet and thousands o f new sites are 
added everyday. It became difficult and time consuming for the Web users to look for 
information and keep updated to the advancement of the Internet. In the Survey, we try to 
fmd out what is the major sources of information the Web users will use to look for 
information related to the Internet. The results are shown below : 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m . 
i printed media, e.g. newspaper, magazines j 68.6% ： i i j * • < 
j !• < 
1 Search Engines on tiie intemet 丨 53 3% : 1 
i I : j 
！ introduce by friends or colleagues i 50.i"/o …….1 
i i j 
1 on-line media on ^ihQ internet j 4477% | 
i i i 
i. i j 
j fifie on-iine ad on the Homepage of the ISP j 44.7% 1 
i 丨 丨 
i ： i 
j Email from other companies 42.4% i 
： 丨 i 
’ 5 * } 
j The Homepage of the Intemet Service Provider 36.9% 1 I • { I I < 
‘ ！ < ： ! J 
1 From the company printed materiai | 2 0 % 1 
； ： 5 
i ！ … \ 
\ Reference ifrom oOier Web sites ] 25^9% j 
5 t } 
= - i 
Attitude towards Internet Shopping 
Although Internet shopping become increasingly popular in the United States, it is 
still in the introductory stage in Hong Kong. Among the 255 respondents in our Survey, 
only 53 ofthem ( 20.8%) have made purchases on the Internet over the past 6 months and 
48 of them said that they have ordered something on the Net for only one to three times. 
Majority of the respondents ( 79.2%) have not purchased anything on the Net yet. 
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Advantages of Using Internet to Shop 
Among the 55 users that have the Internet shopping experience (which account for 
about 20% of the total respondents), we found that the main advantages that they shop on 
the Internet are convenient (66.0%) and time-saving (64.2%). 24.5% of them feels that 
they can have more informative product description and 18.9% of them shop on Internet 
because of its discount or lucky draw available. Only 17.0% of them found Internet 
shopping entertaining and 13.2% said that they can find more varieties on the Net for 
comparison. 
Why not Shop on Internet ？ 
Of those who do not shop on the Internet, we asked them to choose the reasons 
that make them NOT to order on the Internet even though they are interested in the 
product. The reasons and the respectively statistics are shown below : 
D()uht the reliahility ofthe seller : 48.7% 
Unlike the traditional retail outlet, the virtual shop on the Internet in the eye of the 
users is just a few pages of colorful screens on the user's PC terminal. The user do not 
know much about the shop, except the information the shop provided on the Internet. 
Hence, it is not surprised that nearly half of the user feels uncomfortable about the 
reliability and the creditability of the seller. 
Insufficient product information : 33.3% 
The main disadvantages of virtual shop over the traditional shops is that the buyers 
cannot physically look at or touch the products. Moreover, there are no salesperson 
around to describe the products in details to the potential buyers. However, there is only 
one-third of the respondents chose this reason. This implied that by carefully selected the 
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kinds of product to be sold, the aforementioned disadvantage may not deter the users from 
buying on the Internet. 
Douht the quality of the products : 31.8% 
When the users shop on the Internet, they can only refer to a few pictures and 
some description text to know about the product. Hence it is not uncommon to find out 
that nearly one-third of the non-Internet-shopping respondents worried about the quality 
of the products. 
Price not attractive or not reasonable : 14.9% 
The low response of this reason strongly suggested that price is not the main 
factor that stop the Web users from buying on the Net. 
Do not trust the Internet in placing order : S7.8% 
The World Wide Web has only gained its popularity over the last 2 years and 
shopping on the Internet is still relatively new to the Web users in Hong Kong. Among 
the various means to shop on the Internet, the most frequently used methods by the virtual 
shops are email and the on-line form filling. The Web user either fill in an order form on-
line or via an email and then sent to the shops on the Internet directly. Hence, it is not 
surprised to find that over one-third of the respondents are still not get used to place order 
on the Internet. 
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Doubt the security of payment on the Internet: 65.2% 
The percentage reflected that security of payment is still the major concern ofthe 
Web users towards shopping on the Net. People are still finding it not secure to pass the 
sensitive personal information, especially the credit card number across the Internet. 
fVays to promote Internet Shopping 
In the Survey, we have asked the respondents to comment on four different 
suggestions to cope with the above concerns over Internet shopping. 
54.2% of the respondents ( out of the total 201 non-Internet shopper) say that if 
they can return the goods at no cost within a guarantee period, they are more willing to 
buy on the Internet. 
60.2% of the respondents say that it will improve their chance to order if the seller 
reconfirm the order and they can cancel the order at anytime before the fmal confirmation 
67.7% of the respondents reported that if the security of the payment is processed 
by a reputable third party (like a bank), they will feels more confidence to shop on the 
Net 
Most ofthe respondents reported that they preferred price discount on the Net. 
About 16.4% expect to have less than 10% discount. 15.9% expect 1 l-15% off , 18.9% 
expect 16-20% off and 16.9% expect over 20% offfrom the price. 
Preferred Payment Method 
Among the different kinds of payment methods available on the Net, credit card 
payment (28.6%) and cash on delivery (25.1%) are the most popular one among the 
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respondents. 14.1% and 8.6% of the respondents choose mail/order and bank account 
transfer respectively. About 16.9% reported that they will never shop on the Net. The 
relatively high percentage of the respondents to choose non-on-line payment methods 
reflect again the concerns of security of payment over Internet in the user community. 
Product Price Level 
We include one question to ask the respondents what is the price level of products 
that they would purchase on the Net. About 37% of the respondents said HK 500 or less. 
Only 11.8% of the respondents will buy products over 500 or more. On the other hands, 
27.8% of them reported that it depends on type of product and 13.7% shows that they will 
never shop on the Internet. In general, we find that the respondents prefer low value 
items to high value items when doing shopping on the Net. 
Experience over other direct ordering 
The following question is included in our Survey， 
How many times have you or one of your family members make purchase from 
catalogue./mail order ( not from Internet) or TV shopping in the past 12 months. 
The purpose is to find out whether this is any correlation between Internet shopper and 
customers from direct ordering. We find that over 62.% of the respondents have no 
experience in ordering product from catalogue or mail order, as well as TV shopping. 
About 25.5% ofthem have made purchase of these sources from less than 3 times. 
An interesting results was found out that 45.3% of those Internet shopper ( having 
making purchase on Internet over the past 6 months) have also made purchase through 
non-Internet direct ordering. However, only 24.9% ofthe non-Internet shoppers reported 
that they have made purchase on these sources. 
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Contact Seller via On-line Media 
Unlike the ordinary retail outlet, the customers have to use other means of 
communication, such as email, fax and phone, to contact the seller for more information, 
if they fmd interest on certain product on the Internet. 63.9% of the respondents show 
that they will use this alternative means of communication to contact the seller for more 
details. 
Products/Services Web users would like to have on the Net 
We have listed down 14 different products and services categories and asked the 
respondents to select which one they would like to be available for ordering on the 
Internet. The respondents can choose more than one categories. The responses of each 
products categories are listed below : 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a 
I Hotel Room Booking 丨 57.6o/o 
• I '> ： ： ： 
i Books —"T 57.6% .'".” I 
i. : i 
I Magazines and Newspaper 丨 56. l'% ； 
• ！ • 
:• • '^' • .• • • • • • • • •.•••.•,•,•._,•.•••,•••‘•••,•,•.•,••:.•••••••.•••.•.•.•.•••.•••.•‘•., ..,.,-.-...-.w...-...^....^..-.-. ...-..... .......-.-...^ -.-...^ ....s.-...-.-.-.-.^  . - . w . J 
i Transportation Reservation 52.5% 
i : i 
I Restaurant booking [ 49."0% | 
f' •"• “ .':_y〔：,：：'- ” ” '• •"* •'• “ '• '•'• -- '••'•'•'•"•'•'"•"•'•'••'••'••"•'•'••'•^.^. ••.»••••»•.-••• ••.-• ^ .,. ^ ,^.^.,.^, «•_ A ^. .^.—. ^.-,.,. ....^ ,... ^ .,.,.. ^ .^.„,,.,... .,.-^ .... ^ ..,.. ^ .� 
j Music CDs and VCDs 丨 45.1o?o 
• 1 I 
j Enteitainment (ticket reservation) | '43.5% ] 
i i : 
I Consumer electronics products j . • ‘ 狂 两 … "'j 
： ： ： 
i Flower 1 ^'.0%' ! 
i i i :•••••.-.^•.•••.•••.—••.•'•—••.•*.•••—••••^.*--••••—•—•.•.•.-.•••.-.-•.•••.-••••^•.••••^•••^••.^•.^•,_^*«>邏.《._*.,*_>一,*,*< — *_^*,_^*.炉*.炉_.#_,_^*.一*.,*.沪*,<,.梦參^*,炉*‘-*. — _^.沪.炉.<一，炉 >_.<_.>_.^  一 . , , •— ..<., . . , ^ Y.,.,.^, . 
i Office Product i 25 9% i 
I. 1丨丨丨„丨丨 ‘ i 
i Foodsandbeverages i 2 1 6 % 1 
i...I i i 
1 Clothing j 2L2% 1 
i i ： 
j heaith-care products 了 ' i '3.3% 1 
i 丨 i 
> __ ^ *"•••.• ' • " •••—• “ •••.•.•.•••.•">.•••.••••'«••"•.'•.-•'-- ''-,« '^ •••'•• •••^••••.^.^. .•.—.-.•.^..•.•^.^....•^ .......^..^..^. ...,. .•.•,.„.:•. ,. »••._••,. «••,.,. „ ^.......... ^ ,.^,,...,,,^.., ^ .^  ., ., •— .^  • 
i Grocenes 丨 9.8% "1 
• i 丨 
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CHAPTER V Interview with companies engaging in marketing 
through internet 
Case 1 : Unihall - Leed & Wood Company Ltd. 
Company Profile 
Unihall has started business for over 10 years , and she is one of the largest companies 
selling original version of computer books and software . She started with one retail outlet 
and has now grown to four outlets loacted in Causeway Bay , Admiralty ,Mongkok and 
Tsimshatsui. The company has also started to develop Chinese versions of computer 
books for the Malaysian and China markets . 
Throughout the years，Unihall has established its own “ Book Club，’，with over 5,000 
members both locally and overseas . Its customers can now access its book galleries 
through the internet. 
Internet address: http://www.unihall.com 
Marketing 
The company has promoted their books and softwares through a mix of marketing tools 
like advertising on computer magazines , exhibitions , pamphlets , and membership 
notices. Their retail outlets has enabled most of their clients to easily access their products 
and conclude sales .Moreover their 5000 strong local membership club can enjoy discount 
on purchase and free bookings . 
Internet: Theirown homepage 
The company has started to set up its own homepage on internet about 4 months ago .It 
has a comprehensive of their publications and also include new books which will arrive 
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HK soon. By having a homepage on internet，it aims to draw additional clients' attention 
and sales since their products are solely catered for computer users . 
Unihall has designed booking form on their homepage and potential customers are 
encouraged to put their requirement on the booking form and send it back to Unihall 
through E-mail . Unihall will have two executives to follow up the enquiries and direct 
these enquiries to the sales department for follow up . Since the present clientele of the 
company is focused on HK market and less from other Asian countries，therefore a 
telephone follow up by their salesman will be relatively convenient. 
Result: 
So far the response rate is only 5 per week , a rather disappointing result. The company 
has tried to send discount coupon on their homepage，whereby viewers can print out the 
coupon and get a 10% discount if they made book purchase in one of their reatil outlets . 
By doing so，the response has been increased to 10 per weeks, only in the first few 
weeks. 
Occasionally , enquiries from overseas countries are received on E-mail. However, after 
they have replied the enquiries , there are no further feedbacks . The management think 
that it may be due to payment and deliveries problem envisaged by clients . So far , they 
do not accept credit card payment because the security issue is still un-resolved . 
Joining other services provider: 
Unihall has alsojoined the Montgomery shopping mall set up by the prominent service 
provider Web Connection . Unihall has submitted their products with price , and Web 
connection is responsible for design of the web site , promotion ofthe mal l , and also 
delivery and collection of payment ( COD by EPS payment) 
Result: 
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So far the response is not encouraging as only 2 sales lead has been received from the 
service provider .The management does not realise the exact reason of such a poor result. 
They think the service provider have done a lot of promotion on the shopping mall on 
their web site . It was learnt that the service provider has promoted the shopping mall 
mainly to the foreign residents in Hong Kong . 
Analysis 
Unihall has an competitive edge over other marketers in that they have four retail outlets 
located in very good commercial areas .Their target customers are the students and 
computer professional who are frequent users of computers and it should be a good idea to 
promote their products on internet. 
1) Target segment 
The target segments are high-school and university students and computer users . After 
Unihall set up their own web site , they have not specifically targeted the promotion of 
their web site to this segment. They have only done some occassionally advertising on 
computer magazines which only reaches a limited readership . 
Unihall have not tried to reach their 'Book Club, through internet, since the management 
do not have a comprehensive listing of the E-mail address oftheir members . 
2) Target country 
The management has focused their business mainly on the HK market. They have also 
planned to sell their books through retail outlets in other S.E.Asian countries . Internet 
should be used as an effective marketing for them to enter these new markets since their is 
no country barrier exist on internet except some autocratic countries . The company has 
not yet decided on how to make their potential overseas customers aware oftheir web-site 
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3) Collection of payment from overseas customers is still a problem to be solved，because 
overseas customers are not able to make payment by credit card now , eventhough it is an 
acceptable payment method in North America . 
4) ISP 
The service offered by ISP is magnificient，since they offer on site delivery and collection 
of payment. Yet the response is still far from satisfactory . 
We were told that the ISP has done a lot of promotion of the Montgomery Shopping Mall 
to foreign residents in HK . However，the other high - income segments other than 
foreign residents - eg. young professionals of overseas graduates who are computer users 
seems to be neglected . 
5) Updating the web site 
To encourage web users visiting their web site，Unihall has to update the content of their 
homepage with new products data . In the meantime , the company have been editing their 
homepage one to two times per month，with internet aimed as an effective medium of 
information exchange，it seems that the company should update their homepage more 
frequently . 
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Case 2: In Flower 
Company Profile 
In Flower has been established in 1996 , she is one of the pioneer using Internet as the 
main promotion tool . Her main product line is designed flower set，and related gift items 
.In Flower does not have a retail set -up , because her customer base is drawn from the 
Internet. The company office is located in Kowloon area，for order processing and 
production . 
In Flower has installed her own domain in the world-wide web . 
Internet address: http://www.inflower.com 
Marketing 
In Flower has target their customer base into two segments: 
1) HK immigrant residing in Canada and U.S.A. 
In Flower believe that these emigrants has a need of giving flowers to their relatives 
and friends in Hong Kong as a gift especially in festive seasons. 
2) HK resident who have completed university education from Canada and U.S.A. 
Age group: 20 - 30 years old 
In Flower believed that the above two segments are computer literate and also frequent 
users of internet-. In Flower has positioned herself as a fore-runner offering flower 
booking and delivery service for these Chinese people residing ( or having resided ) in 
overseas for their friends or relatives living in Hong Kong , by means of internet. 
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Internet 
In Flower has set up her own domain site in the world-wide web . Their office is equipped 
with a minicomputer for catering their services on internet. 
In Flower has marketed their product range on their homepage，with pictures of flowers 
and all prices listed and order form printed . She now has membership of 80 people , of 
which 50 percent are already customers . 
Other than their own web site , she has also joined the Montgomery Shopping Mall 
offered by Web Connection . Web Connection is responsible for transfering any sales lead 
to In Flower , who is responsible for follow up and eventually delivery . 
As most of the orders are coming from Canada and U.S.A., the payment method is by 
credit card on many occassions . 
Result and Analysis 
1) In Flower is on business at about 6 months . The company is only receiving about 30 
orders per month , which is far below their expectation . 
So far，Web Connection has transfered only two sales leads to In Flower ever since 
Montgonery Shopping Mall was established five months ago . 
2) The target customers of In Flower is the Hong Kong people emigrated to Canada and 
U.S.A.，however the company has not been able to promote their service and web-site in 
those countries effectively . They have thought of advertisement on some famous internet 
search engine but finally drop the idea because of cost reasons . 
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3) In Hong Kong ,ln Flower has only tried to promote their business and web site on some 
computer magazines and brochure give-away in commercial areas in Hong Kong . 
In some festive seasons , the number of local enquiries increase significantly by 20 
percent. 
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CHAPTER VI MARKET ANALYSIS OF INTERNET SHOPPING 
In this section, we will try to look in the market environments and opportunities 
that exists on Internet shopping in Hong Kong. Firstly, we will present an overview of the 
current Internet market environment in Hong Kong. Then we will focus on the current 
market players and identify the customers segments on the Net. Finally, we will examine 
some of the threat and opportunities towards Internet shopping in Hong Kong. 
Internet Market Overview 
Internet is only gaining its popularity among the general public in Hong Kong 
since 1995. Before then, the majority of Internet users are those from academic 
institutions. The number of Internet Services Providers (ISP) in Hong Kong can best 
illustrated this fact. In the year of 93 and 94，there are only 1 and 3 ISPs offers Intemet 
access services in Hong Kong. But the number skyrocketed to 56 and 94 in the year of 95 
and 96. There are over 1,000 companies have established their presence on the Internet, 
which covers a wide range ofbusiness categories. (information from Chinese University 
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It is estimated that there are over 300,000 Internet users in Hong Kong now and 
majority of them are happened to join Internet over the past 2 years. In our expectation, 
the number ofNet users in Hong Kong will pass the 500,000 marks within the next one or 
two years. 
Currently, direct sales on Internet only account for a tiny fraction of the total 
retails sales in Hong Kong. However, Simba Information, Inc, in Wilton Connecticut 
prognosticates on-lint transaction will account for more than US$3 billion by year 2000 in 
United States, when compared to the $20 million in 1994. With the growing population 
of the Internet community, together with the increasing popularity of the concept of home 
shopping, direct sales on Internet will prove to be a promising retail channel in Hong 
Kong. 
Customer Segments on the Internet 
Although we only collect a small number of respondents from the Internet 
community, the customer profile of the respondents can give insights on the profile of the 
ACTIVE Internet users in Hong Kong. 
In general, the active users on the Internet are male, young and well-educated. 
They have higher-than-average monthly income. Computing and technical are popular 
fields in which the users work and other areas, such as managerial, and other professional 
also account for a substantial proportion. They access Internet frequently and use it 
mainly on communication, information-seeking as well as software download. Most of 
them are the early adopters to new ideas and technology. Reading news and magazine 
on-line, playing games on the Net, looking for information related to new products and 
technology developments, are some of the things that these active users are doing. 
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Since making use of Internet still requires certain level of computing skills and 
proficiency in English, we expect that the Net community will still be dominated by 
young, well-educated, higher-than-average income group people. However, as accessing 
Internet become more user-friendly and more companies are put onto the Net, we will see 
that the newcomers will come from a wider business backgrounds and have a higher 
proportion of female users. 
Current Market Players on the Internet 
Companies present on the Internet in Hong Kong can be classified into three 
categories, the Internet Services Providers, companies performing promotion on the Net 
and companies performing transactions on the Net. 
Internet Services Providers (ISP) 
There are two types of ISP in Hong Kong, the Internet access services providers 
and the Non-Internet access services providers. 
The major business operation of the Internet access providers are to provide 
Internet access services to the individuals as well as the corporate clients. Some of the 
largest ISAPs are Hong Kong Star, Asiaonline and the Netvigator. Hong Kong has the 
highest ratio of number of ISAPs with population in the world. ( There are over 96 
ISAPs operated in Hong Kong , statistics from Office of Telecommunication Authority, 
Apr 97) 
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The non-Internet access services providers provide other value-added services on 
the Internet to other companies. Some of the common services provided are Web site 
design and hosting, on-line advertisement, Web marketing and constancy services, 
virtual shopping mall etc. The Web connection is one of the typical examples of this type. 
Companies perform promotion on the Net 
This category represents a majority of the Web sites in Hong Kong. Most of the 
companies established on the Internet is to promote their companies, their products and 
services to the Web users in Hong Kong and around the world. 
Major business that already put on to the Net in Hong Kong include : 
Real Estate properties developers and agencies - e.g. Midland, Centaline, Sun Hung Kai 
Co etc. 
Publication and Broadcasting companies - e.g. Singtao newspaper, South China Morning 
Post, AppleDaily, Next Magazines, RTHK, ATV etc 
Bank and financial institutions, e.g. Citibank, Heng Sang Bank etc 
Major Retails Outlet, e.g. Giordano, Sincere etc 
Exported Oriented Manufacturers e.g. Technical Industrial Company LTD, Welltec 
Industrial Equipment Ltd 
There are many benefits to be enjoyed by these companies through connecting to 
the Internet. The major benefits include : 
• Improve corporate image 
• Improve customer services 
• Expand their markets, especially on the global market 
• promote their products and services 
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Companies perform transactions on the Net 
Other than promotion on the Internet, some of companies also accept the sales 
order from the Internet via email and on-line ordering. These companies either use 
Internet as the sole distribution channel or as supplement to their traditional local retail 
outlets. Inflower and Unihall are the typical examples of these two types. 
There are only a handful of companies conducting its business on the Internet and 
some of the best known companies are Wellcome supermarket, Jobasia etc. Other key 
business areas in this categories includes books and magazine ordering, florists, foods and 
beverages etc. 
Threats and Opportunities on lntemet Shopping in Hong Konq 
Although Internet shopping is still in its infant stages in Hong Kong, the potential 
of the over 300,000 Net users cannot be neglected. The successful launch and satisfactory 
response ofWellcome supermarket provides us a prime example to demonstrate the 
potential of home shopping. 
There are a number of successful business operated on the Net in the United 
States. Internet shopping Network (www.isn.com) and CDNOW (www.cdnow.com) are 
two typical examples. The former offers a wide range of computer products whereas the 
latter is the best Music CD ordering sites in the States. As we will illustrated in the next 
section, with the right marketing mix and together with the growing potential ofthe 
market, Internet shopping can prove to be an alternative sales and distribution channel for 
the marketers. 
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As the old Chinese saying, opportunities always come with threats and Intemet 
shopping are no exception. Internet shopping are different from the traditional direct sales 
channels and the marketers require to establish a new set of marketing strategies to deal 
with. The rapid growth on the Internet has put tremendous pressure on the local marketers 
and retail business operators if they want to explore the potential of the Net. On the other 
hands, new direct sales channel are being developed and the most noticeable one is the 
Video-on-Demand and Home shopping to be offered by Hong Kong Telecom in 1998. 
By using the home's TV，together with a phone line and a terminal box, anyone can 
enjoy the time-saving and convenient of home shopping at home without access to the 
Internet. However, it is still too early to conclude whether this service will affect the 
Internet shopping market. 
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CHAPTER VII MARKETING STRATEGY ON INTERNET 
SHOPPING 
After the detailed market analysis, we will try to explore the marketing strategies 
on Internet shopping based on our research findings. We will look into the four marketing 
mix separately . 
Promotion Strategies 
The key objectives of promotion strategies on the Internet resembles that of a retail 
outlet; to let everyone know your existance and encourage them to visit again. 
According to the latest statistics presented by Hong Kong Internet, there are over 
two thousands ofWeb sites established in Hong Kong. Whether your Web site is hosted 
by IBM or a tiny computer shop in the unknown shopping mall, they are all identified by 
a string of characters - the Internet address. Without this address, the user can never fmd 
the company on the Internet no matter how he is familiar with the company. Hence to let 
everyone know the company presense on the Internet become the most important goal of 
Net marketing. 
There are many ways to convey the Net address to the Internet community and our 
research findings suggested the following : 
• advertisement on the printed magazines and newspaper 
• advertisement on other on-line media, e.g. on-line newspaper and magazines 
• advertisement on the Homepage of Internet Services Providers 
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Promotion on other Web sites and via company printed media (such as brochures) 
are relatively ineffectively due to their small coverage to the Internet community. 
Our Survey results also reflected that emails and friends can be two other major 
promotion channels. 
Advertisement helps nothing if the customer visit the Web sites only once and 
never turn up in the future. Hence the company should encourage the Web users to visit 
the site again. Unlike the traditional retail channels, the marginal cost of one additional 
visitor on the Web site is minimal. However, any additional visitor means an additional 
opportunity of sales from him/her, as well as its friends. ( friends are always the best sales 
people if they also use the products) By including the right content and value-added 
services on the Web sites, it is possible to attract the Web users to visit again the Web 
sites in the future, and hence more opportunities to generate sales. For example, we can 
include the flower reference guide on the Net, such as how to take care of flowers, 
symbolic meaning of flowers, on the Web sites so as to encourage the Web users to visit 
the sites whenever they want to know about flower. 
The interactive nature of the Internet also allow the building up of relationship 
with its user. Marketers can collect information，such as the demographics, products 
preference and other important marketing information from their customers easily through 
on-line forms and email. By using this information, together with the past sales history of 
the customers, marketers can easily conduct pro-active marketing to its customers. 
Sending email to advise the customers the new arrivals of products can be one of these 
examples. 
The unsatisfactory response of the Web sites of Inflower and Unibook Book stores 
may partly due to the lack of promotion of the site address. These companies relies 
heavily on company printed brochures and catalogs to promote their Web sites. Although 
they also appear on the virtual shopping malls managed by Web connection which also do 
promotion on the Net, the target customer segments of the shopping malls may not be the 
same as them. 
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Pricing Strategies 
The pricing strategies will heavily depend on the type of products being sold on 
the Net. Although we found out that over half of the non-shoppers prefer discounts from 
5% to 20% over the products they would like to buy on the Intemet, the price level of the 
products is the least significant factor that deter people to shop on the Internet. 
Hong Kong is such a famous shopping center and people in Hong Kong can buy 
most of the items they wanted easily and conveniently over the traditional retail outlets. 
Unless the products to be sold on the Internet is difficult to buy in Hong Kong, we need 
to build some incentives mechanism on the Web sites to encourage the Web user to 
purchase on the Net. Discount over the normal listed price, lucky draw, gifts etc. are 
some of the common used method in the selling sites. 
Both Unihall book stores and Inflower florists have offered discount to its 
members when they shop on the Net. 
Product Strategies 
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In our survey , the web users have indicated the type of services and products that 
they like to be available for ordering on Internet. They are listed in the following 
descending sequence of priority : 
1. Hotel room booking 
2. Books 
3. Magazines and Newspaper 
4. Transportation reservation 
5. Restaurant booking 
6. Music CDs and VCDs 
7. Entertainment (ticket reservation) 
8. Consumer electronics products 
9. Flower 
10. Office product 
11. Foods and beverages 
12. Clothing 
13. Health-care products 
14. Groceries 
Within the first five categories of products and services , three of them are in service 
industry . The remaining two ( books , Magazines and newspaper) are products of 
publishing industry . 
It is recommended that the service industries like transportation，hotels , restaurants , 
resort camps，travel insurance , and other hospitality industries could be well received on 
Internet .Considering the demographic characteristic of our respondents , over 37% of 
them have a monthly income of $20,000 or higher , and over 42 percent of them are 
managers or professionals . These consumers have a genuine need for traveling either on 
business trips or vacations , hotel bookings , and they have a higher frequency of dining 
out in decent restaurants . They would accept bookings of these services on Internet since 
it could give them additional convenience ( for the information of service offered ) and 
advantage of saving time in booking which would otherwise be quite time-consuming . 
Another type of well-received products are the books and magazines . Considering 
the educational level of our respondents , 79 percent of them are having an educational 
level of university or above • They are active learners , and survey shows that 66 percent 
of them have a thirst of technology information and news . Hence , books，magazines， 
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technology literature，computer software would be the right products to be marketed on 
Internet too . 
The third type of products to be marketed on Internet are the entertainment related 
products . Hence , products like CDs , VCDs , video games etc. could be marketed though 
to the less extent than the first two categories . 
For the consumer goods type , like the consumer electronics，food and beverages , 
health care products, clothing , and groceries , they are not well received on the net. 
For a metropolitan city like Hong Kong，spaces are limited and the distribution channels 
of consumer goods are so well established , there is comparatively little need of promoting 
such products on Internet. 
Recommendations for the two companies: 
1) Unihall 
Since Computer books and software are well received by web users , Unihall should 
have a comprehensive listings of their books and software on their homepage . Moreover , 
they should highlight new arrivals and coming arrivals too. It seems that the company at 
present have listed out the book titles only，however if there is a short description of the 
book content alongside with each title on their homepage，it would aid their consumer for 
making an order. 
Similarly，for the software，they should list out the main applications of the software 
,instead of mere description of title only . Referring the consumer to search the 
manufacturers' homepage is their present practice and it should be avoided . Consumers 
expect that they would have enough product information in just one visit. 
2) Inflower 
There is only 29 percent of respondents indicated their preference of a flower shop on 
Internet, perhaps because of the presence of a lot of flower shops in HK . Hence , besides 
selling only flowers，we recommend that the company should actively promote their other 
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kind of services - like the bridal flower arrangement，gift items for ceremonies etc. not 
only by Internet but also other promotional means . 
Distribution Strategies 
Direct marketing through Internet has a perceived advantage of shortened distribution 
channel, and faster reaction to consumer demand . However , it has a disadvantage that 
there is no physical display of goods，and the buyer does not actually meet the seller as in 
the conventional marketing . 
Therefore，it is not surprised that in our survey the Web users have raised out that the 
following are the main reasons of not buying : 
1. Doubt security of payment on Internet 
2. Doubt reliability of the seller 
3. Insufficient product information 
4. Doubt the reliability of products 
Hence, a variety of options are open for sellers to improve their ability to close a deal . 
lj Payment method to he chosen by customer- either credit card or payment on delivery 
Since the buyer have not met the seller before , the buyer may doubt the security 
of payment by credit card . However, if the buyer can be guaranteed ofno responsibility 
iftheir personal information is stolen , or refund if the buyer have not made delivery, then 
credit card would be more acceptable . In the mean time , the sellers could consider 
accepting cash on delivery，or acceptance of cheque payment before delivery . 
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For this reason, both Unihall and Inflower should allow a more flexible payment method 
rather than credit card and on-line bank transfer . 
2) Acceptance of order on-line without obligation 
To ease the buyers' doubt on the reliability of the seller and the quality 
of goods，the seller should provide as much product information as possible on the web . 
Moreover , it is recommended for the seller to accept order on-line as a "reservation 
without obligation" from the buyer . This would create a psychological relief from the 
buyer as they have the right of a second thought before finally making the purchase . The 
sellers should have their salesman follow up on the "on-line orders"，explaining further 
the product information if necessary，and then close the deal. 
Further，the seller could offer a suitable period of guarantee of free return ifthe buyer 
is not satisfied with the defined quality . This may add up certain cost but the buyer should 
have budgeted in the selling price . 
For Unihall，they could consider giving product guarantee for some of their products 
-like computer equipment. 
3) Do not require the buyer to register personal details 
Same as the survey result in America, web users are very concerned with data privacy 
and they are very reluctant to expose their data to un-familiar parties . Hence we suggest 
that the sellers should only require the buyer to give a minimal amount of personal details 
,just enough for contact and delivering the goods . I f delivery is made door-to-door , and 
cash is collected on delivery , there is no such need of asking the buyer to register and 
become member in the first instance . 
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CHAPTER VIII Summary 
As the Internet becomes an integral part of our lives, many businesses in Hong 
Kong are now seriously considering to set up a Web site to advertise and sell their product 
and services. With over half millions of audience in Hong Kong, 24 hours around the 
clock services, two-way communication with your customers and a fractional 
advertisement costs when compared with the convention media promoting and selling 
products on Internet seems to be a golden business opportunity that cannot be missed. 
However, our research finding suggested that the Web users in Hong Kong 
normally go on-line just for searching information and downloading free computer 
software. There is no significant evidence in our Survey to show that they will use 
Internet to look for information of the product they would like to buy or make purchase 
on the Internet. The poor sales responses from the two pioneers on Internet marketing 
companies further illustrate the point that people in Hong Kong still not adopted to the 
concept of on-line shopping. 
We find from our Survey that security on the Internet, reliability of the seller and 
the small varieties of goods available are the main reasons that deter people from buying 
on the Net. In fact, most of the respondents are positive towards Internet shopping, 
providing that the right type of products sold. Some of the potential products to be sold 
on the Net include books, magazines, CDs/VCD etc. 
With millions of Web sites available in the Internet, publicize the Web sites 
become utmostly important. Printed and on-line version of magazines and newspaper as 
well the ISP homepage are some of area that can put company advertisements. The 
interactive nature of Internet also allowed the building up of relationship marketing with 
the customer. 
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The respondents on the Survey is very concerned on the data privacy and payment 
security over the Internet. Hence Internet marketers have to balance between the needs to 
get sensitive personal information and the concerns of privacy and security from their 
customers. 
World Wide Web is only introduced to the general public in Hong Kong since 
1994. With proper marketing strategies on the Internet, we strongly believe that the 
Internet shopping will be potential and valuable business opportunity that not to be 
missed. 
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Appendix A 
The Survey is put on the World Wide Web and allow the participants to fill in the 
questionnaire on-line on the Internet. The address of the homepage is 
http://www. home.hkstar/-fredtong. 
A printed version of the questionnaire is attached in this appendix for reference. 
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^ h t m file:///C^ProcommAJpload/quest-v3.hrni 
IMPORTANT! Beforeyou go on to the Survey, 
please choose a 3-digit number, e,g, 888 = > | 8^ 
( This number will be used to pick up the winners ofour gifts! 
Section 1 : Internet Usage 
1. How long have you been on the Internet (including email, ftp, W W W 
etc.) ？ 
I 7 months to 1 year~~^ 
2. How often are you using the Internet? 
I I use Internet almost everyday ^ 
Please click here to continue, 
( 
3. What are your usual purposes of using Internet (you can have more 
than one choice)? 
1 
• Communication, e.g. email 
n Interest group/news group discussion，Intemet Chatting, Forum ' 
• Entertainment ‘ 
n Search for information 
• Perform transactions/shopping on Net 
• Worked-related 
• Download computer software/shareware 
Other (Please Specify)： | 1 
、 * *^ ‘ fy.a»»t?<H-.»-vo» t^w<*)t^><a> '>^ K*w<'>y*'W tfK^ <• >Ji j-t>*v/>xAvt*' »N»w<»w»H<«^;w»«t<»m>M tn^K* 
Please click here to continue, 
i 4. If you use Internet to look for information, what kinds of information 
are you most interested in ？ (you may have more than one choice) 
•News and on-line magazines 






• Product information 
D Company information 
Other (Please Specify): C Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 1 
i 
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Please click here to continue, 
I 
！ 
5. If you would use Internet to perform transactions or request for 
services, what area are you most interested in ？ (you can choose more 
than one) 
Dbanking on Internet 
0 reservation services, e.g. book air tickets or a seat in a theater 
Ohome shopping 
n apply for services/registration 
Other (Please Specify): |、””.—._鬥「’ 。。“.…丨. 
Please click here to continue, 
6. Some Web sites may ask you to register before using their services, 
please click the information that you are willing to provide to the Web 
sites. 
I DName OEmail VD 
n Home address • Home phone number 
D Office address • Office phone number 
• Your mobile phone/pager number 
n Your occupation f l martial status ‘ 
• Age • Sex • K> number 
I n Credit card number (if online shopping site) D household income 
7. Follow question 6，would you accept the company to use this 
information to send you promotion materials, such as email or direct 
I mail. 
j ,mm,mm.mmmmm,mmm.mmm,.mmmmm.mm.mr.m., 
I I Yes ^ • 
Please click here to continue, 
8. What is your major source of information related to the New Web 
sites on the Internet. Please choose NO MORE THAN 5 items. 
D introduce on the printed magazine or newspaper 
n introduce on the online magazine or newspaper on the Intemet 
0 introduce by your friends 
• email sending from the New web sites 
• results of search engines on the Intemet 
n advertisement on the search engines homepage 
"0 advertisement on the Intemet Service Provider Homepage 
D introduce by Internet Service Provider Homepage 
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I • introduce by other commercial Web sites 
• Company brochure/advertisement on printed media 
Please click here to continue, 
9. Please write down the address of5 OVERSEAS Web sites that you 





J 3 B L _ _ , _ _ : : : : : = : : : = . J 3 I 3 
j 
10. Please write down the address of 5 LOCAL Web sites that you visit 




I i . 
1 ？ I 
0 
WWi^ f.-vv?-；.-.v'."-<i'-',',.-v-, '>v,---.u-:T-:^ r.v.'''-<<-.-.-v-'..-. ’ ..'-.v<Mtt>Mt;*ivc'M>wMA4w*'^ <a.M<w/wvw ‘ ^mmm^^^^^ 
Q . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , . . E H ； 
Please cUck here to continue the next section. 
Section 2 : Home Shopping 
1. Have you make any purchase or order anything from Internet over 
the past 6 months? 
I Yes, about J^  to 9 times~~ • 
ffyou answer YES, please click here. 
Ifyou answer No, please click here, 
2. What advantages do you find on Internet shopping when compared to 
conventional shopping? You may have more than 1 choice. 
DNo advantage 
• convenient and efficient 
• t ime saving 
• more entertaining 
n more varieties for comparison 
Omore informative product description 
A 
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* * ^ ^ file:///C|/Proconun/Upload/quest-v3.htm 
Odiscounty'lucky draw available on the Intemet 
Other (Please Specify): | 
i *^ , !xtnrMKtv<^ >^n'w<<tv,tKM(<>>M>^ .^ n-tiM0nw*.^ >i>A »-«w>iy*»»«»g»wt»tv»»»nir*ti»»t-'W? 
Please click here after you have answer question 2, 
3. What are the reasons that make you NOT to order a product on 
Internet even though you are interested in that product? You can have 
more than one choice. 
n doubt the reliability of the seller 
n insufficient product information 
n doubt the quality of product/services 
n price not attractive or not reasonable 
• don't trust the Intemet in placing order 
• doubt the security of payment on Intemet 
Other (Please Specify): | — — „ „ „ — — _ _ ； 
Please click here to continue, 
j 
4. Will it improve your chance of ordering if you can return the goods at 
no cost within a guarantee period. 
i 
j Yes U 
5. Will it improve your chance of ordering if the seller reconfirm the 
order and you can cancel the order anytime before the fmai 
confirmation. 
Yes • 
Please click here to continue. 
6. Will it give you more confidence if the security ofthe payment is 
processed by a reputable third party( like a bank ？) 
Yes ^ 
7. If you think the price is not attractive, what is the MINIMUM 
discount you expect to have before you purchase over the Net. 
I 11 to 15 % off [7 
8. What method of payments is preferred by you if you shop on 
Internet? 
.i 
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I Credit card payment • 
'' -'"••• >-> •" , ,’，.,.,„.”“- k'""^ V"^ v^^ w"Vi<wwwTvJ>*vpvnw>*>^ M>>>^ nMww^ wiWM<vr*4>v>.v^ K,^ rm*v>rv^ v^^ _^ *.V>*^ T^*<>vx>r5"w<V4W^ v^.,,i4MiB 
Please click here to continue. 
9. What is the price level of the products that you would accept to 
purchase/order on Internet? 
201 to 500 HK dollars M 
'•'"'•• •"*" .<''-o.*"X.*^ S*>'KS_f*>>jM**J.j:*, .WN.'*SV.C* - "K,.X,J., -vTA.---..i^ r. .+ .....• • •••••». r',.j . ",>wv>* •�.《.". •,、、、，.., , .-、• ‘.，.，. . “•.，《.、：.’ ,�...,.‘. ,- ,...ij*v ^ ^ J 
I 10. How many times have you or one of your family members make 
purchase from catalogue/mail order (not from Internet) or TV shopping 
in the past 12 months? 
Yes, more than 10 times in past 12 months p 
.-v.s-.1-.-..<./<.'..i--.... ..-r.,..-.^ ,,w.>>;x,-n.,....,v-.v.. w.-.>..s*,-H-^ ., . .•.U^^ .V.Nvn^ ,»..,^ ..«.-..-v^ -.>.Or-«»^ *^ >.« ., .. , .. , . ,. , .. . V v * 
Please click here to continue. 
11. What type of products and services you would Hke to see available 
for ordering on Internet? (you can have more than one choice) 
j 
Ctransport reservation i 
• hotdbooking 
• entertainment (ticket reservation) 
• music CDs and VCDs 
• foods and beverages 
Ogroceries 





• health-care products 
• consumer electronics products 
n restaurants booking 
Other (Please Specify): | “ ‘ ~ ! 
1 •"•' ,'"""""'^ '.'"*Y3:'***^ :,*****V*"">*J<WW>W*rM>tWTVM*fMt_<<rV>^ *H(lK*>^ _4*M4*",*^ <>*4j,.U....,.y 
Please click here to continue, 
12. Will you contact the sellers by various means (email, fax,phone) for 
more information before making the purchase on the Internet. 
jyes • 
l,^ ..,-....,C.,K.vv,.r,v..*^ .-.. , -.<r^ -^ - .,r..,. ^>„.,.-.-, >...'.-..,«Ma 
Please fill in some ofthe background information that are helpful in our 
studies. 
,5 
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Age121-29 pbender|Male M 
"'"•' .•…"•‘ -、•…•-•--、.- - • •••• -.A*J ….’ "一》^”一奶-»,_««^»„_^-,’....,.,,’.、,.^tJ 
Occupation | Technical - computer related f7| 
>f--^.,^-^^v^.^x^.v^;i^ ....,....v,...,.-..,^,,..^ • ,. •- . .. »», .v.v.,^ ..>,^  .W..V».«V>CTS.^  * '^•^ i i J 
Education | Post-graduated or above “ T\ 
^' " '~ " " " ' " .., " ' " " " ' ^ " " ' '^"••••'^ »v>wTN>Vf*wwi'4n^ ('.iw*w**nt<rvw*a*v*tf>wMw-a>'^ T>wM1«>*M>m*w*,^ w"te,^ r--.\^ •'： v~^ -,.’ ‘ -<.^ >^ .^  " H M j 
Your monthly income (in HK$ dollar) 20,00l - 30,000~~p] 
• '>^ ^ " ' ^ � \ » va>>N>vi-.. . -f<M.-o.i. A,-.-,i. ^...*r ,^^^.A^..^.^,^^^|J 
•Please write your email H) so that we can contact you to collect your gifts I .' 
I^v, .%. «».10-.»l»^ W»^ >^ 'KV.«W.>»t,V^ J..'V>'V*<V*N y.„:cr.V.K.. ^^ #^^ «^,.v->%.«. OC>.=.-A....W..»-»W,'.l*.^ '>>,W...vv.N^ .>.».-.^ ..W,,^ .^ .s. ..v.,.« .^.^ w...4 ,»,.^  -Tv.—,V.>.»..T|-.N,i 
^ Finish 
Please press "FINISH" if you have completed the Survey. 
Thank$ you for your cooperation. 
Any question or comments, please call at Frederick Tong 
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Appendix B 
This is the question we have asked the marketers during the company interview. 
Subject: Marketing on Internet 
1. As a marketer, why would you employ Internet as a market medium and tool? 
2. What is your expectations that Internet would bring to you, and are you satisfied with 
the results? 
3. What have you found 
a . Internet has brought more attention and interests on your service/products. 
-only slightly 
-significantly 
b. Internet has brought you additional fresh business contacts 
-only slightly 
-significantly 
c. Internet has enable potential clients to interact with you ( by e-mail etc.) 
-only slightly 
-significantly 








4. What is the difficulty faced by you in marketing through Internet ？ 
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APPENDIXC 
Enclosed are the Homepage for the Unihall book stores and Inflower florists 
company. 
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Ver Company http://www.inflower.com/ 
^^ 
I N F L 0 W E R T L O W E R ^ 〇 ^ ^ 八 N Y 
^ ^ ^ s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
g | j 2 | | ^ ^ J | ^ | | Q ^ ^ * ^ ^ g | ^ ^ f 2 U k ^ 
I I 
Remember _ ^ f j / | ^ f f ^ ^ _ 
-'On 14 February M ^^||m|g|||^|| Join to become our 
作97... m W M i f * m m m ! ^ m memben you 7/ find 
fo win her affection m i ^ | | | H a | K » K more privileges in the 
''。=;『'WmB^m _ o r N o v m 
who's special & loved 國 4F^P|^^M B 
more everyday!!! 圓 W^K 國 
i i l i f l W H M i M f i M l P 
.¾^ <¾ li 零 ^ 1^ 
[home][ company information][ european stvles][ special occasion] 
— 『flowers of the month1F guest bookir order form1f emaill 
Copyright © 1996 Inflower Company - All right reserved 
Produced andDesigned by Pacific Information Services lAmit^.d 
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Wie to UNPHALL Online Home Page http://www.unM.com/ 
• # 
Welcome to visit our booth at Computer 97 Expo from May 14 
-17,97!! 
••.� ‘ ••� '� . " v.-.^.v - , - — . . . . - .. .-^..'.-.„„_ ' - - - ^ j. 
i i ^ ^ r ^ ^ B i Last Updated on 05/05/97 
m m M What's New Lucky Drw 
Looking for new Office 97，FrontPage join our Lucky Draw to win 
9J’ PhotoShop 4,Corel Draw 7，Lotus our HK$ 300 book coupon 
gotes 4.5 Visual C++ 5 and Visual Next Lucky Draw will be 
Basic 5.0 books. Click here to find out held on May 19 97，(No 
our new arrival in this month ！ purchase required)' 
WhflfS Hot Software 
f Y ' ^ e ^= s t book ？ Click here to Looking for new original 
find out what's the best seller ofthe last software ？ Click here to 
month. find out what software you 
want to buy ！ 
mm^ 
6ooksSeorch 
Looking for New titles ？ Click here to 
= c ^ u t what's coming in UNI*HALL Looking for the books 
a U U n ！ , . , ^ 
u , h i p h 、 , n i i r o n r»r»t f ! n r l i n 
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^nie to UNI*HALL Online Home Page http://www.unihall.com/ 
” … … j r v w … “ ±»w ii“《 … 
our site. Click here to 
search what books you 
•sSpedd 誦“ 
This Week Special ！ 50% offofJava, V|fi K|M|b £^| 
Visual J++，CGI & PERL 5 books. 丨 
Click here to find out more Special 
offer books ！ , , ^ ^ , 
Vety Important Reader 
(VIR) is the privilege 
program UNI*HALL offer 
L l t S r f l S t to our readers who have 
give us long-term support. 
JustHK$100 life-time 
membership fee tojoin.! 
Click here to fmd out our Intemet Book ciick here for details 
List ！ 
( ^ 
^^- CalI us and visit our shop Now! 
Windsor House: Tel# 2576-1328 
Admiralty Branch: Tel# 2529-5251 
Star House Branch: Td# 2730-7873 
Sendyour comment of this website to us at info(d)mihall. com, or call us at 
any branchyou nearest for more information. D"^-^ 
Leed & Wood Co., Ltd All rights reserved 1996,1997. 
Other logo and products are trademarks or registered trademarks oftheir respective companies. 
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